Photo Booth Agreement
The Millennium Sound Basic Photo Booth contract consists of three (3) hours of photo booth
time. This time can be broken into two (2) time periods only with a 30 minute break in
between each session.
Additional hours can be purchased at $100 per hour.
(Recommended for five+ hour receptions)
Millennium Sound will provide two (2) Photo Booth Attendants to manage the photo booth
during the contracted time.
The photo booth could be down for 15 minutes (maximum) at one time during your
reception for maintenance. The minutes down will be added on to the end of the contract.
Photo Booth Props will be provided by Millennium Sound. Props include hats, boas, stick
faces, signs, and masks. You may bring your own props if desired.
Millennium Sound will provide a 10-page scrap book. You may provide your own scrap
book. Photo strips will be glued into the book throughout the time the photo booth is open.
Guests will have a chance to write a note around the photo strip they were in. This will be
presented to the bride/groom at the end of the night.
The venue must be notified that a photo booth will be present at the reception. Millennium
Sound Photo Booth will need (1) One 6 or 8 foot table.
If requested, Millennium Sound will upload all pictures from the photo booth to a secure
online folder. Access to this folder will be granted for three (3) months after the reception.
It is Millennium Sound’s goal to make sure that the bride and groom visit the Photo Booth at
least once during the reception. The PB attendants will come and find you.
A Photo Booth Highlight Video can be uploaded to YouTube for $25.
An example of this video is on our website.
Photo Booth Start Time: _________________

30 Minute Dinner Break:

Photo Booth End Time: _________________

Total Time Contracted:

YES

NO

_______________

___________________________________________
_______________________________________
Bride/Groom Signature
Millennium Sound Photo Booth
This agreement will be reviewed and signed at the final meeting by Millennium Sound.

